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ABOUT THE SEMINAR
This seminar teaches performance engineering as seen by OptimumG. It is a complete reformulation of the previous version
of the seminar to include more advanced material with more practical examples.
Two pillars define the foundation of our teachings: a vehicle-dynamics-backed understanding of what happens with the cardriver system, with a data-driven approach for decision-making:
Pillar #1: Using vehicle dynamics knowledge, we are able to understand the why’s. For example: why is the car
behaving differently for two drivers if the car setup is the same? Why does increasing the differential preload should
increase entry stability and reduce oversteer, exactly? Even though experience might tell us that something happens, we
want to understand the reasons for that to be more assertive in our decisions.
Pillar #2: Using a data-driven approach allows us to understand the current behavior of the car and make informed
decisions, as well as quantify any changes we make. For example: what is causing the turn-in understeer at turn 3 – is it the
driver not trail braking enough, the differential locking too much, or do we want the aero balance more forward? When we
make an ARB change to change the lateral load transfer distribution by 1%, does the data confirm this is what happened?
When using both strategies, you are able to both understand causes and consequences, and then make informed decisions
backed by the data.
Our goal is not to teach recipes, but instead, methodologies and ways of thinking. Our goal is to stimulate debate between
participants and look at problems from multiple perspectives. This seminar will give you the tools you need to exploit the
powerful combination of vehicle dynamics and data analysis to be a more complete performance engineer and make your
car faster.

Your instructor, Bruno Finco, is an applied vehicle dynamics expert who works or has worked as an OptimumG performance
engineer in series such as WEC, IMSA, ELMS, F2, WRC. Bruno has also worked on and led dozens of consulting projects in tire
testing & modeling, post-rig testing, and car design and development (stiffness, damping, kinematics, vehicle dynamics),
among others. This gives Bruno the knowledge to connect all different pieces of vehicle performance, information which is
communicated in an enthusiastic yet patient manner.
In this seminar you will bring your laptop for many hands-on exercises to put into practice what was discussed. There will be
additional OptimumG engineers to support you during the exercises as needed.

COMPANY BACKGROUND
As a vehicle dynamics consulting firm, OptimumG helps clients enhance their understanding of vehicle concept, simulation,
design, testing, development, and analysis of acquired data from truck and off-road to race car vehicles through seminars,
consulting, and software development.
Our engineers have provided in-house seminars, training programs, simulation products, and services for companies such as
Dunlop, Michelin, Goodyear, Bridgestone-Firestone, Ferrari, Peugeot, Toyota, General Motors, Chrysler, ZF Sachs, to name a
few.
At OptimumG, we have the engineering expertise, knowledge, and perspectives to provide automotive engineers with the
continuous performance their organization is striving to achieve.
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SEMINAR CONTENT OVERVIEW
The topics below briefly describe the content of each chapter of the seminar, as well as show examples of slides from that
chapter.

Vehicle Dynamics Fundamentals
This chapter defines the foundations we need to better understand all data analysis and setup changes discussed
throughout the seminar. We start with a discussion on cornering dynamics since it is the basis for all our vehicle balance and
vehicle response analyses. We analyze the entire corner – each segment from entry to exit – from many different angles:
speed, lateral acceleration, yaw rate, yaw moment, front vs rear force and we dissect what is exactly needed for a vehicle to
go faster through a corner.
With tires being the main component related to vehicle behavior, we review concepts such as tire slip, forces, sliding energy,
how to properly exploit the tire’s friction ellipse, vertical load sensitivity, and temperature influence on tire behavior, among
others.

Data Analysis
After presenting different visualization methods, we discuss different techniques to analyze our driver’s performance: driver
comparison, brake and throttle application, trail braking, and video analysis, among others. We present a systematic
approach to understanding how the driver’s inputs are influencing car balance.
Next, we jump into car analysis, where each car system is inspected, with some of the highlights being: brake temperature
management, brake bias migration, bump stop use, damper speed histogram and how to quantify damper changes, aero
balance compensated by longitudinal weight transfer, among dozens other analyses.
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This chapter includes hundreds of real data examples to show how these techniques are useful in real life. Our goal is not to
simply look at data – our goal is to extract useful information from it.
It will be then your turn to apply what we discussed on your computer using MoTeC i2 to consolidate what was learned.

Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
With the amount of data we get at each event, it is important to be able to efficiently generate meaningful metrics (KPIs) to
make sense of this data. Creating KPIs is not only about displaying numbers; it is about developing very robust and
representative metrics that show exactly what we want to quantify.
After discussing multiple ways of displaying KPIs, including innovative approaches, we analyze drivers. We discuss how to
make sense of the driver KPIs to answer questions such as: why is Driver A reporting more entry instability than Driver B for
the same car setup? Why does Driver A have the lowest tire wear over a stint?
We then shift our focus to analyzing KPIs that quantify parameters related to the car and car setup by converting our
previous data analysis into KPIs. How does aero balance change as the air temperature changes? How can we quantify brake
bias migration? How much do the changes to ARB and Lateral Load Transfer Distribution changed the car balance?
After seeing hundreds of real examples, you will get the chance to put into practice what was learned by generating KPIs in
MoTeC i2. If you are a beginner with KPIs, you will be working on the simpler ones while we will be helping you; if you are
familiar with the technique, you will jump straight to the more challenging ones. Next, we will ask you to analyze what you
see and discuss with everyone the conclusions you drew from the KPI plots you have created.
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Vehicle Setup
In this chapter, we put together everything we learned so far. The framework for setup development used by OptimumG is
presented: what specific goals are we trying to achieve when setting up the car to be the fastest car on track? In which order
should we tackle the different perspectives of car behavior: stability, response, and balance in each phase of the corner? We
present a systematic approach to developing the car setup that will streamline your work of finding the fastest possible car
for your driver.
Next, we analyze a dozen of different car parameters such as springs, 3rd elements, bump stops, dampers, camber, toe,
differential, and ride height, among others. For each of them, we elaborate on the following questions: how does it change
the car behavior and why? How can this change be quantified based on data analysis/KPIs, and driver feedback? How can
simulation be used to analyze such changes? We will hear each other’s experiences and discuss different perspectives –
always looking for the why’s instead of just merely “because it works”.
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Track Performance Prediction & Analysis
For each track we go, it is important to keep track and analyze many different factors: weather, track surface and conditions,
track layout, timing and strategy, among others. In this chapter, we discuss how to prepare for a race weekend by reviewing
data from previous years, as well as how to properly acquire and interpret information collected during the current event to
properly adjust to it and get the edge on the competition.
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Tire Management
Tire management is a fundamental topic during a race weekend. In this chapter we discuss multiple considerations in terms
of tire performance and how to adjust to each track to make sure we are using the tires at their limit, having in mind both
performance and reliability considerations.
We analyze the different types of wear and performance degradation and how to deal with each of them, as well as thermal
response of the tires and how this influences car balance and compound selection. Different considerations on tire failures
are presented so that we can understand how to identify and adjust to its structural limits. Pressure management is then
discussed to make sure everyone can both define the desired hot pressure target as well as how to define cold pressures to
get to the hot target on track in different conditions and for different drivers.
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Simulation
Simulation can be a powerful tool in making informed decisions about vehicle setup and its compromises. We discuss
different simulation types, always keeping in mind the trade-offs between complexity and usefulness. When modeling the
vehicle, there are many important considerations to be mindful of and these are presented, followed by examples of
performance optimization using lap time simulation. A systematic methodology for lap time simulation validation is
presented, showing how to use different sources of information to make your simulations more accurate.

MORE INFORMATION
The professionals-only version of the seminar has the goal of promoting interaction between professionals as well as having
all examples and discussions about motorsports. The content is more advanced and the pace of teaching is higher than the
seminar which includes students, even though we cover from basics to advanced material.
The participants receive a binder containing all slides from the seminar.
This is a dense 3-day seminar which typically runs from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm each day, with a one-hour lunch break and
multiple short breaks throughout the day.
For information on schedule and pricing please visit
https://optimumg.com/data-driven-seminar/
https://optimumg.com/calendar/
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